Distance Learning During the Covid-19 Pandemic

By Mayrhi Sundberg

Three high school/college students study at the Valley Hotel 24/7 Open Café on Thursday, February 25, 2021.

The Covid-19 pandemic restrictions have made academic life challenging for many students. Motivation, participation, and enthusiasm can easily slip away, so it’s important to incorporate different methods of studying to stay on track. Studying at a cafe with friends is a good solution to keep motivation and progress; and although this might seem straightforward, without proper knowledge this “productive

Mayrhi and classmates studying at the hotel.
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By Nick McDermott

Mat-Su College (MSC) Arctic Dragons are all over the Valley and making our community a great place to live. In my opinion, you can judge a community by the quality of its pizza! Today we are going to get to know one of MSC student’s making the Valley better one pie at a time. That student is Angeli Kristovich, co-owner of KGB Pizza.

Angeli started her MSC Journey in 2018. She learned about our hometown college at the Alaska State Fair. After that chance introduction, she visited the campus and says it was “beautiful, everyone was extremely nice, and there were no red flags that stopped anything. I was enrolled and in class within weeks! That is one of the greatest decisions I have ever made!”

Her time at MSC has empowered her to take the reins of her business and we can all take a lesson from her determination. From her passion for pizza to her time at MSC, we caught up with Angeli so we could see the ingredients of her success.

By Rachell Goodall

Walton University did some studies and found that visual arts can change the wiring in your brain, strengthening areas that manage stress. In a study they found there is an improvement in psychological resilience, that can help you cope with future stress. I have found in my own experience that art boosts my confidence, gives me time to reflect and to still. We all have the ability to create something beautiful, I encourage you to take up an art class and find out more about yourself through art.

Source: “Does Art Boost a Student’s Critical Thinking?”, walden.edu
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Meet Allison King, Cataloging Technician

What’s your background, personally and/or professionally?
I am from Fort Worth, TX. I studied music at Ouachita Baptist University and Texas Christian University, and I studied library science at the University of North Texas. Previously, I have worked at the Fort Worth public library, Tarrant County College library, and Texas Christian University’s music library.

What do you do on campus?
I am the cataloging technician at the library. When new items arrive at the library, I process the items and put their information in the library catalog.

So far, what do you enjoy most about your job? Is there anything that frustrates you?
I like seeing all the new items as I catalog them. Also, my coworkers are really great, and I look forward to the pandemic ending so I can see them more frequently.

Do you have any goals you want to accomplish in the short term or exciting projects coming up?
When I arrived, my desk area had four bookshelves stacked with books, plus a full book cart, and my desk also had lots of books on it, all of which were waiting to be processed and cataloged. I have been steadily working my way through it all so that there will be room for more new books.

What are some of your hobbies or interests outside of work?
I like to read. Also, I play clarinet and saxophone.

Is there anything else you want readers to know about you or what you do on campus?
When I moved here mid-January, that was the first time I set foot in Alaska. I’ve spent the rest of my life in the warmer climes of Arkansas, California, Florida, and Texas.

Heather’s Top 8 Ways to Fail a Class

By Heather Deadmond

1. Don’t go to class. The number one, tried and true way to achieve your goal of failing a class is to just don’t go! No

2. Take an extra-long break. Spring Break may be “officially” over, but it’s never too late to go on another one! Take a week off for no reason and make sure no one knows. That is a great plan. It’s still spring, after all.

3. Don’t read anything that you’re assigned. You may have heard from some people that reading assignments are super easy to “fudge” by reading the last chapter on the assignment and calling it good. Those people are absolutely correct. Psh, reading. What a useless way to pass the time.

4. Sleep in! Your brain needs sleep, much more than it needs knowledge. Good for you for taking care of what’s really important!

5. Homework? That exists? I’ve heard of this thing they call “homework”. Apparently it’s not fun, and definitely useful for passing a class. Best to avoid it all together. Put those due dates from your mind and keep watching Netflix. Especially when Stranger Things season 2 comes out this Halloween, everyone’s grades are going to plummet anyway. (I know mine will!) [Now it’s clear we’re reprinting an old classic -- Editor]

6. Leave as early as possible. There are so many better things you could be doing with your time other than studying for a successful future, right? That lunch date is so much more important than the upcoming exam review day! You gotta do what you gotta do.


8. Many people have said that your classmates and professors are there to help you when you need it. They are Handy for such things as reminding you of due dates, sparking ideas, and engaging in healthy debate and discussion. But what do they know? Trying to do everything yourself is a sure-fire way of reaching your goal.
Studying continued from page 1

"Studying" can easily slip into the realm of “unproductive time spent out.”

Something to consider when studying at a café, is that you don’t have a lot of space at your disposal. Choose tasks that require little material. For example, choosing to do math assignments would mean you’d have to have room at your table for an open textbook, possibly your laptop, and room for your papers and notes to lay out. If you happened to be studying with friends, they would have no room themselves. A reading or writing assignment that only requires a book or laptop would ensure you had room for your refreshments, studying material, and friends.

Studying with friends can serve as enough encouragement to study; however, without the proper precautions, all your friends may serve as is a distraction. College Info Geek, an online resource for students, suggests that “the key with study partners is to be selective and to be friends.”

Studying with a best friend, or someone you get easily distracted with, is an easy way to turn your productive studying into pure social enjoyment. It may be wiser to study buddy with someone who is as dedicated to making the study session productive as you are. If you do choose to study with someone you get easily distracted with, make an agreement at the beginning to set discussion aside until after a certain amount of studying is accomplished.

With the proper studying material, and the productive study buddies, you also need the right environment to serve your purpose and allow you to focus. Avoid a busy diner or social hotspot and go somewhere more relaxed. Students often find that cafes and small restaurants serve this purpose.

My friends, Llewelyn and Flora, and I studied at the Valley Hotel 24/7 Open Café. We worked on history and social science assignments that only required a laptop or book. To ensure we wouldn’t distract one another, we made an agreement at the beginning to get some studying done before conversation. The café we chose to study at was very welcoming and subdued, and we had ample room for our work and hot dinner. The study techniques we used helped us stay on track and ensured that we had a very good study experience.

EMPOWERED continued from page 1

When and why did you get your passion for pizza? And, when did you take over KGB Pizza?

My husband and I bought KGB Pizza in February of 2020. My husband was the shop manager and delivery driver for the prior owner for a little over two years. The prior owner told us that he was moving away and wanted to sell the shop, and gave us first dibs on buying it. We agreed and my husband was trained how to cook pizzas and that’s that.

What makes your food so good?

The recipe, fresh ingredients, and extremely high standards for a clean shop. Small changes happened to the recipe throughout the chain of learning and cooking, but ultimately the credit goes to fresh ingredients, our hard work and determination, and Pioneer Pizza!

How far along are you with your classes?

Currently, I have 63 credits total and I’m 12 credits away from receiving an AAS General Business degree. Originally, I was in school for an AA, but when this pizza shop opportunity came about, I changed my major to make it more applicable to my current situation. After I graduate with an AAS General Business degree, I plan on continuing my education on a quest for my bachelor’s degree in Business with the University of Alaska Anchorage as well.

Do you have a message for future students?

If you are considering college, you should take that consideration to the Student Services office and get enrolled! The people in Student Services are so nice! They will literally hold your hand if you need it to get enrolled. I was so nervous at first, but I found out that the hardest part of getting enrolled was getting over my own fears that I was too old, too poor, or not smart enough. Don’t let your fears and worries stop you from creating bigger and better goals for yourself! Going to college will enrich your life in so many amazing ways that you can’t even imagine right now. Doors will open that you never expected, and you will learn things that will mold you into a better version of yourself. You can’t go wrong with investing in yourself–you deserve it!!

You recently let MSC put a banner up at your business -- Why do you think it is important for the community to support the University?

It is important for everyone to support the University in their neck of the woods because an educated community results in a safer and stronger society. I know in my case, ever since I was enrolled at UAA-Mat-Su I have felt a strong sense of belonging in this community, and I have a desire to be an asset, and a part of its growth and progress. It is a really humbling and awesome feeling!

All of us here at MSC would like to thank Angeli Kristovich for sharing her journey with our campus and sharing her story with the community. Student and alumni success stories are important to show that hard work will pay off. If you are an alumni or student with a powerful story to share, or are willing to host an “empPowered by Mat-Su College” banner at your business, please contact Nick McDermott at nmcdermott@alaska.edu.
## Around Campus

Campus lost and found now housed at the library

Missing your...

- Keys?
- Phone?
- Jacket?
- Headphones?
- Flash drive?
- Other item?

Just ask at the library desk -- your item might have been found!

## Advertisers sought!

Advertising in the Mat-Su Monitor is an affordable way to reach a wide demographic. With a circulation of around 5,000, an educated readership, and affordable rates. For details contact mwmuer@alaska.edu or 907-745-9758.

### Additional Information

**MAT-SU MONITOR**

MARCH 2021

**907.761.3495**
**907.761.3498**
**www.matsuk12.us/msm**

**MAT-SU MIDDLE COLLEGE**

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

GRADUATE HIGH SCHOOL WITH UP TO 60 CREDITS!

Priority application period: January 4TH - March 5TH

Family Information Night Webinar posted at https://www.matsuk12.us/domain/6968

Go to matsuk12.us/msm for more information!

## Register for summer classes now!

Summer classes start May 17. Visit uaonline.alaska.edu to get started today.

Courses with an asterisk (*) satisfy the General Education Requirements.

### Anthropology

- **ANTH A101** Intro to Anthropology
- **ANTH A200** Alaska Native Cultures
- **ANTH A200** Alaska Native Cultures
- **ANTH A205** Biological Anthropology
- **ANTH A250** Emergence Complex Societies

### Art

- **ART A105** Beginning Drawing
- **ART A160** Art Appreciation
- **ART A203** Introduction to Art Education
- **ART A261** History of Western Art I

### Business Administration

- **BA A131** Personal Finance
- **BA A151** Business Foundations
- **BA A231** Fundamentals of Supervision
- **BA A241** Business Law I
- **BA A242** Business Law II

### Biology

- **BIOL A100** Human Biology
- **BIOL A112** Human Anatomy & Physiology
- **BIOL A112L** Human Anat & Phys II Lab

### Chemistry

- **CHEM A105** General Chemistry I
- **CHEM A106** General Chemistry II

### Computer Information Systems

- **CIS A110** Computer Concepts in Business

### Geography

- **GEOG A101** Intro to Geography

### Geology

- **GEOL A111** Physical Geology

### History

- **HIST A101** Western Civilization I
- **HIST A101** Western Civilization I
- **HIST A102** Western Civilization II
- **HIST A131** History of United States
- **HIST A132** History of United States

### Human Services

- **HUMS A200** Intro Children's Behav Hlt

### Medical Assisting

- **MA A104** Essentials of Human Disease

### Mathematics

- **MATH A054** Prealgebra
- **MATH A055** Elementary Algebra
- **MATH A104** Technical Mathematics
- **MATH A105** Intermediate Algebra
- **MATH A115** Art of Mathematics
- **MATH A121** Algebra for Mngrl & Soc S
- **MATH A151** College Algebra for Calc
- **MATH A152** Trigonometry

### Music

- **MUS A121** Music Appreciation

### Paramedic Technology

- **PMED A263** Paramedicine III
- **PMED A264** Clinical Rotation III
- **PMED A295** Paramedic Internship

### Philosophy

- **PHIL A101** Intro to Logic
- **PHIL A201** Intro to Philosophy
- **PHIL A201** Intro to Philosophy
- **PHIL A211** Ancient & Medieval Philos

### Political Science

- **PS A101** Intro to American Governm
- **PS A101** Intro to American Governm
- **PS A102** Intro to Political Science
- **PS A102** Intro to Political Science

### Psychology

- **PSY A111** Introduction to Psychology
- **PSY A150** Lifespan Development

### Statistics

- **STAT A200** Elementary Statistics

### Theater

- **THR A121** Fundamentals of Acting

### Veterinary Assisting

- **VETT A295** Veterinary Assistant Pract
Join us for the JCPenney Suit-Up sale from March 1 - May 2, 2021. Participate virtually (www.jcpenny.com/m/suit-up) or at your local store! This exclusive shopping event is free for all UAA students, alumni, faculty and staff. Text ALASKA to 67292 to receive your 30% off coupon code valid March 1 - May 2, 2021.

Qualifying Coupon Items:

Men's: Suit separates, sport coats, dress shirts, dress trousers, ties and neckwear, dress shoes, dress socks, belts, underwear and undershirts, St. John's Bay pants, Dockers and Haggard pants, big and tall dress apparel, watches.

Women's: Worthington (jackets, pants, skirts, sweaters, knit and woven tops), Liz Clairborne (careerwear & collections), ALYX apparel, misses suits, dresses (contemporary, juniors’, modern, misses’, petites’).

Plus discounts on intimate apparel, junior department items, accessories, and more! See site for details.

**Specialized Job Boards**

- Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development
- My Next Move for Veterans
- Workplace Alaska – Alaska State Government Jobs
- USAJobs – Federal Government Jobs

**On-Campus Jobs**

Search and apply for on-campus positions through Careers at UA website. Refine your search by location and employment type.

For resume, cover letter, or mock interview contact your Career Development Advisor in Handshake.

**Sign Up For Handshake**

- Discover jobs in personalized recommendations based on your major & interests
- Find career and networking events on campus
- Explore thousands of jobs and internships available to you
- Schedule appointments for support with resumes and cover letters, mock interviews, internship orientation, and career exploration
- Track deadlines and put your best self forward
- Connect with employers and meet your potential
- Managing your on-campus interviews with top companies, organizations, and on-campus employers
- Access through an easy to use, accessible online platform and mobile app

https://uaa.joinhandshake.com/

**MAT-SU MIDDLE COLLEGE**

**NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS**

**GRADUATE HIGH SCHOOL WITH UP TO 60 CREDITS!**

Priority application period: January 4TH - March 5TH

Family Information Night Webinar posted at https://www.matsuk12.us/domain/6968

Go to matsuk12.us/msm for more information!

**MONEY FOR COLLEGE**

Scholarships for education in health and human services are now available for Mat-Su residents.

Apply before March 31

healthymatsu.org

**MAT-SU HEALTH FOUNDATION**

**SCHOLARSHIPS FOR EDUCATION IN HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR MAT-SU RESIDENTS.**

APPLY BEFORE MARCH 31

healthymatsu.org
FROM THE STUDIO

Venus Contour By Megan Ostlind

Venus Final by Megan Ostlind

By Emilie Provo

Non-dominant hand Week 6 by Morgan Groendyke

With shading by Morgan Groendyke

Still life shaded drawing by Skye Hulk

Cupcakes by Merry Duame

Non-dominant hand by Emilie Provo

Non-dominant hand by Emilie Provo

Week 6 by Morgan Groendyke

Still life shaded drawing by Skye Hulk
one is going to notice your absence, and I’m sure the professor will be able to keep up with who is in their class and who isn’t in the midst of their busy work days. In fact, they probably will drop you from the class, but you have to pay for it anyway. When you find yourself short a few hundred dollars by the time June rolls around, don’t worry about it. I’m sure you didn’t need that money or anything. Your GPA will thank you for it, and you may be able to graduate college by some miracle… Eventually.

Disclaimer: The views and opinions presented in this piece are purely satirical and the advice therein should not be heeded.

These “tips” may not represent the views or opinions of the staff of the Mat-Su Monitor or of Mat-Su College. (Seriously, students, please don’t do any of these things if you want to have a successful college career.)

Photographs by Mariah Elliot

---

**Mat-Su College**

**2021 High School Art Portfolio Competition**

Open to all Alaska High School Seniors

Submission deadline: April 20

Winners announced: April 26

Show: April 30-May 30

Please take an entry form or see your counselor for complete competition details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Place Award</th>
<th>2nd Place Award</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two semesters tuition scholarship</td>
<td>Six credit tuition scholarship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3rd Place Award</th>
<th>Honorable Mention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Certificate of Achievement</td>
<td>Certificate of Achievement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Opportunities Start Here!
Due to Covid-19, many clubs at Mat-Su College are on pause. Any student who wants to start or continue a club in an online capacity is encouraged to contact Student Government at uaa_mscstudentgov@alaska.edu.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships for education in health and human services are now available for Mat-Su residents. 

APPLY BEFORE MARCH 31
healthymatsu.org

The Refrigeration & Heating program

The Refrigeration and Heating program teaches every aspect of HVAC: heating, refrigeration, applied physics, mathematics, electricity. Students learn technical skills to diagnose and repair commercial and residential heating, refrigeration, air-conditioning, and ventilation systems. 

Develop an ability to understand complex systems through classwork and hands-on experience, including a sheet metal lab and fully functional ammonia refrigeration system. Graduates from the R&H program at MSC have many career opportunities, can specialize in specific areas, and often graduate with a job in hand.

Coming this Fall!
Did you know, UAA | Mat-Su College has a Student Emergency Fund to provide financial assistance to Mat-Su | UAA students who have experienced temporary financial hardships? These hardships range from emergencies and crisis situations to unplanned major life events, such as sudden changes in employment as a result of COVID-19 on or after Dec. 27, 2021.

Students can submit an application on the Student Emergency Fund website: https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/students/dean-of-students/emergency-fund.csh.html
Welcome to Ask Sophia, the Mat-Su Monitor’s regular advice column. If you have a question you’d like to see answered, submit it anonymous at https://matsu.alaska.edu/monitor or in the Ask Sophia box in the FSM front lobby.

Q. Dear Sophia: What do I use for my older dog's really bad breath? The vet gave me some doggie mouthwash but it only works for a short time.

A. Dear Friend: It can be a sign of an unhealthy mouth. Most of the time dog breath gets stinky because of gum disease. The best way to cure this is to brush their teeth. They even have special doggie toothpaste. You can also try doggie dental treats, doggie mouthwash or spike their water with a little bit of cider vinegar (up to 1T per day). Apple slices and carrot curls may also do the trick. If they have loose teeth or bleeding gums maybe it’s time for a trip to the vet. Just be thankful they don’t have dragon breath.

Q. Dear Sophia: I feel like I am stuck in my life. What should I do?

A. Dear Friend: It is hard to have a social life while battling a global pandemic. Getting outside could help lighten your mood. Physical exercise is good anytime. The more the better. Then maybe jump on that social media bandwagon and make some new friends.

Q. Dear Sophia: I am so lonely since I have been staying home because of COVID. How do I keep from dying of loneliness?

A. Dear Friend: Take up a hobby. Start a DIY project. Re-organize your closet. Take a class. Write a letter (yes on paper) to a friend or family member you haven’t seen in a while. Research your family tree.

Don’t Just Sit There!

A four-foot-tall fortune-teller escaped from prison. He was a small medium at large.

Did you hear about the guy who got hit in the head with a can of soda? Luckily for him, it was a soft drink.

My brother quick his job as a can-crusher. It was soda pressing

At first, I wasn’t going to get a brain transplant, but then I changed my mind.

When a dog gave birth on the side of the road, she was fined for littering.

Can you solve this rebus puzzle?

YYURYYUBICURY4ME

ANSWER: too wise you are, too wise you be, I see you are too wise for me.

Word search: Circle the words from the list below.

Aquascape Crotchet Knitting Photography
Baking Curling Lariping Reading Rocketry
Beading Dance Drawing rockery
Bike Decoupage Macramé Scrapbooking
Calligraphy Diving Magic Swimming
Caricatures Golf Needlepoint Tinker
Cartography Guitar Origami Volunteer
Carving Hike Painting Whittling
Chess Ice Sculptures Paper Mache
Cook Judo Penpals

Here’s how it works: Arctic Dragon is B S U D J E S B H P O

One letter stands for another. In this example the letter B stands for the letter A so all the Bs stand for the letter A, Ds stand for C, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, and word length are all clues. The code letters are different for every puzzle.

N F D G Q H C N P I L O M C R H G K, N F D G M C R H G K D K Q H C N P I L O I, D H L N F C L I M A L I K. ~ J I H G F D E C F A D E C B A

Sudoku

Fill the grid with numbers so that each row, column and 3 x 3 section contains all of the digits 1 through 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can you solve this rebus puzzle?

YYURYYUBICURY4ME

ANSWER: too wise you are, too wise you be, I see you are too wise for me.

Help 2 linked hearts continue their journey together 😊.
Super Mario 3D World: Bowser’s Fury

A Purrfectly Clawsome Cattastic Adventure UwU

By Arin Tanpke

When I initially picked up Super Mario 3D World + Bowser’s Fury I had one thing in mind: The fact that there was a cat power-up. So it became my mission to play the entire game as a cat, and nothing could stop me. Nintendo realizes how cat crazy we as a society are, and they make it very easy to get cat power-ups in 3D World. Every level has at least 3 boxes containing the cat bell power-up, and you can even stockpile an extra cat bell in case you lose yours. This dynamic has kept my dream of completing the game as a cat alive. But what could make this adventure even better? More cats. Which is what Nintendo has provided with the new adventure, Bowser’s Fury. Almost every single creature, enemy, and object in Lake Lapcat is part cat. Goombas are furry, with cat ears and tails. Flowers are shaped like paws and shrubs have cat ears; not to mention the new clowder of kitty friends you can find along the way. Bright colored kittens

contemporary-feeling. Gone is the concept of lives, and the fixed perspective, replaced by an open world with full camera control. The other playable characters have also been jettisoned, but Mario is joined by Bowser Jr. and together they’re trying to save the new setting of Lake Lapcat from a malevolent black goop that has taken hold of the Koopa King. The most significant mechanic tied to this setup is that every few minutes Bowser explodes with fury, sending the world into an apocalyptic storm in which glowing blocks drop from the sky and his towering form breathes sweeping jets of fire, decimating anything in their path – occasionally including the frame rate. This rage state will subside in a few minutes, but can also be overcome by directly confronting Bowser or by reaching a Cat Shine – the game’s main collectable. Most of these are found at the lighthouses dotted about the world. After the lake reverts back to sunshine and blue skies, Bowser settles back down into the muck, but soon begins to slowly rise up, giving you a visual indication of how close he is to unleashing his fury once again. It’s an interesting mechanic given that we’re accustomed to open worlds that largely let us set our own pace and agenda. Here, however, Bowser’s Fury is unleashed so regularly that you have to be ready to deal with it at almost any time. It’s not always welcome – occasionally ruining whatever you were doing – but can be used to your advantage. Blocks with Bowser’s face on them can only be destroyed by his furious fire breath, for instance, while the blocks that drop from the sky can actually make platforming challenges easier in the midst of the maelstrom. It’s quite cool seeing how the world is reinvented whenever Bowser blows his top. That said, I did get a little tired of the constant interruptions, and if you’re not within easy reach of a Shine, it quickly becomes apparent that fighting Bowser is an extremely repetitive way to restore the world. This battle is heavy on Godzilla vibes but extremely light on excitement and gameplay. It doesn’t evolve much over the course of Bowser’s Fury, either, and is really just the icing on a pretty half-baked cake as far as bosses are concerned. In 3D World in particular they’re about as gripping as a book written entirely in Lorem Ipsum. King Koopa’s role may be a mixed blessing in Bowser’s Fury, but Bowser Jr. is absolutely a net positive. Younger players can set him to help them by taking out enemies and collecting coins, while purists can turn that off altogether, only using Bowser Jr. when they direct him using the gyro functionality. His main abilities are interacting with question mark walls and being Mario’s power-up caddy. It’s this latter function that really elevates Bowser’s Fury, as it lets you stockpile power-ups and call on him to deliver specific suits as you need them. It turns bonus abilities into tools you can experiment with and use as you see fit, and is much more player friendly than the system in 3D World. Each lighthouse on Lake Lapcat plays host to five Shines, and the layout around each location changes depending on the Shine you’re gunning for. It’s a familiar system, but a good way to pack more gameplay into a small area. The moment to moment action, however, doesn’t contain too many surprises; you’ll be using the same power-ups and suits from 3D World, and a number of challenge types are repeated across the archipelago. That said, the world steadily opens up as you make progress, so there are always new locations or edges of the map to explore. Getting around is good fun, too, thanks to the ability to hitch a ride with the dinosaur Plessie any time you’re near water. Which is all the time. I enjoyed my time with Bowser’s Fury. This is a Mario title driven more by gimmicks than gameplay. It’s all extremely silly, and I’ll be the first to admit that it does give the game a fun flavor, but it doesn’t add anything in terms of gameplay, and that’s surprising. The best Mario games take their goofy ideas and tie them into core mechanics that directly impact puzzles and platforming. Here, it’s largely window dressing.

You need answers. We can help.

Pregnancy Testing
Limited OB Ultrasounds
Pregnancy Options Information
Peer Counseling
Ongoing Support
Community Referrals

FROM THE STUDENTS

FREE SERVICES

373.3456
heartreachalaska.com
**Congratulations to the Graduating Class of 2021**

**April 2, 2021:** Deadline to apply for Spring Graduation and be part of the Virtual Commencement Ceremony  
**April 23, 2021:** Late deadline for Spring Graduation  
**May 7, 2021:** MSC Virtual Commencement Ceremony

Eligibility Questions? Contact a MSC Academic Advisors at (907) 745-9762. For more information, visit matsu.alaska.edu/offices/student-services/graduation.

---

**Mat-Su College**  
**University of Alaska Anchorage**

**Opportunities Start Here!**

**Who’s Next?**

matsu.alaska.edu   uaa_mscinfo@alaska.edu   (907) 745-9774

UA is an AA/EQ Employer and Educational Institution and Prohibits Illegal Discrimination Against Any Individual.